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Liverpool Sculptures
The Coach House, 40 Noctorum Lane, Noctorum,
Prenton, Wirral CH43 9UB.
Tel/Fax: 0151 652 6745 Mobiles: 07788666837/07713642540
Your chance to own a sculpture of Billy Fury
for Christmas.
Renowned Sculptor Tom Murphy, creator of the famous Billy Fury Sculpture
at the Museum of Liverpool Life, Albert Dock, Liverpool has produced these
products at affordable prices especially for Billy’s fans worldwide..
Cold-cast Bronze bust
Cold-cast Pewter bust

£69
£69

(12.5cms high 0r 7.25 inches including base)
Limited edition of Billy Fury Statue
£1250
(21 inches high set on a granite base which is
approx 2 inches high)
Tom is giving the Fan Club a donation for each one sold
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Farewell to Syndicate Members
by Chris Eley
Several months ago Clare Mehmet-Nugent announced her intention to retire
around the time of the next Mill Hill, October 2003. Clare has suffered ill
health for some considerable time and the hard work involved in helping to
run the Sound of Fury exacerbated the health problems. Maureen Bowden
has contributed greatly to each magazine, by adding her highly individual
touch, quirky humour and Billy knowledge. She has also contributed time to
media events, the Liverpool Lectern, Bronze etc, and especially by ‘bonding’
with fans. Many will remember her books of Billy poems and her friendly approachable manner as a correspondence contact. She will maintain her personal contacts, as no doubt will everyone. Having Jean Prosser at the
financial helm has been a great help in steering the Sound of Fury/Bronze
Fund through the past 7 years, it’s no sinecure handling other folks money. In
addition Jean has organised and helped to raise money at local functions and
latterly since the sad loss of Mick Hill, Jean and her husband Mike have put
together some excellent magazines from the material with which they have
been provided. The Bronze Special Mag was made most effective by use of
Mike’s digital photos and they have both worked very hard for the benefit of
the fans. All of the existing syndicate members are very tired, understandably
so, given the record seven year slog, so Maureen and Jean have decided to
stand down allowing new members to put their fresh shoulders to the wheel.
Running the Sound of Fury is a privilege – but it’s still hard graft. I personally know many hundreds of Billy fans will be sorry to see these three dedicated and hard working people go. We thank them for all they have done,
and wish them well for the future.
The ‘new’ Billy Fury Official Fan Club Team, with immediate effect, will be:
Jackie Clark, Ken and Cecilia Darvell, Peter Davies, Chris Eley, Vic England
and Jenny Warwick. Maureen will be around as a ‘supernumerary’! We hope
that we can honour the memory of Billy Fury and you will all continue to
support us in our endeavours. How about telling us of your memories of
Billy, meeting him or seeing him on stage. Do give it a try.
The SOF is its fans and for the fans. If you wish to contribute in any way by
holding fund raising events, writing articles for the magazine or anything
else, please let us know.
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Select SELCD 608
(Castle Select label)
– Sanctuary Records.

Billy Fury – The Sound of Fury
Demos. ‘Well All Right (aka
Alright, Goodbye), Cheating
with Love, What I Need (aka It’s You
I Need), My Advice, What Did I
Do, Phone Call, Don’t Say It’s Over,
Since You’ve Been Gone, Don’t Tell
Me Lies, Love, Love, Love, You
Wonder Why, I Know It’s Love,

9 Dec 2002

Nov/Dec
2002

2001

1998

Release Date

Spectrum
(Universal)
5837862

Spectrum
(Universal)
544-543-2

Label and Cat.
No.
Spectrum
73145-546 5624

The Sixties – 3 x CD boxed set.
Disc 1 – Halfway To Paradise.

Bend Me, Shape Me – 19 Original
British Beat Classics. Track 6 –
Billy Fury ‘Hippy Hippy Shake’

Title, Format and Track
Listing
Christmas Song Book
Billy Fury–
My Christmas Prayer

UK Discography Update
By Chris Eley

Sleeve notes by Chris Eley with ‘top and
tailing’ by Roger Dopson. Front cover
photo (but not the real Sound
of Fury LP pastiche) suggested by
Chris Eley. Not compiled by
Chris Eley/SOF.
A nice, cheap collectable (if controversial) little package with 8 page colour
fold out leaflet, especially extended to

Reasonable collection. No pic of Billy

No pic of Billy. Special thanks to Frank
Bull for this Info.

18 Tracks by the likes of Tommy Steele,
Bing Crosby, Connie Francis etc.
(How come I missed this one)! Special
thanks to Peter Baldia from Austria

Remarks
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Crimson
CRIMCD 365

Summit
SUMCD
4191

The Teenage Idols CD. 18 K-Tel Tracks.
Billy sings ‘Wondrous Place’.
Other artists include
Del Shannon, Bobby Vee,
Bobby Rydell. Robin Luke’s recut
of ‘Susie Darlin’ is worth having
and Del is always good – recuts or not.

Pop Goes the Fifties CD – 22 Tracks.
Original cut of ‘Maybe Tomorrow’
by Billy

Going For
A Song
GFS 536

Britpop CD 20 tracks by various
artists from 60s and 70s. Billy Fury
-– Maybe Baby

(aka That’s Love), I’m Left, You’re Right
She’s Gone, Paralyzed, Baby Playing
For Keeps, Have I Told You Lately
That I Love You, Love’s A Callin’,
Billy Remembers – Excerpt from
Stuart Colman’s 1982 interview
with Billy Fury

2003 (found
in Woolworths)

1995 or 1998

Jan/Feb 2003
(estimated)

Quote from front cover: “A galaxy
of Stars – 22 hits from Al Martino ,
Adam Faith, The Everly Brothers, Billy
Fury, Lonnie Donegan and more. “Also
features Marty Wilde, Emile Ford,
Terry Dene etc. What a great voice
Al Martino had. No Billy pics. Enjoyed

Only just discovered it in a shop in
Burgess Hill. Tiger by Fabian sounds
original but the rest seem to be 1970s/80s
recuts. Nice mention of Billy in the
notes (by Mike Nichols). No Billy pic
– caricature cover only.

Pretty awful 2” x 2” picture of Billy on
cover. No date anywhere.
First seen in a Blackpool market in
February.

accommodate the sleeve notes. No new
or rare photos unfortunately.
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Billy Fury – The Last Concert/Rare
Ozit Morpheus
Demos and Recordings. CD1:
Records OZIT
Wondrous Place, I’d Never Find
CD 220
An other You, Once Upon a Dream,
Unchain My Heart, Halfway to
Paradise, My Babe, I Will, Last Night
Was Made For Love, That’s All
Right, It’s Only Make Believe, I’m
Lost Without You, Johhny B. Goode.
CD2: I Saw the Light, Loving Touch
My Baby Left Me, Wedding Bells,
God Created Woman, Heartbeat,
River and the Sun, Right or Wrong,
Our Love Has Gone, I Love You, Don’t
Tell Me Lies, I’m So In Love With You
(Your Words), Fascinating
Candle Flame, Paper Aeroplanes,
Outside (Baby, Get Yourself Together)
Do My Best For You, My Whole World.
I’m Lost Without You is actually
track 12 not 11, and Johnny B. Goode
is track 13. The so called ‘Hidden track’
as advertised (Track 11 actually), is
only a brief instrumental intro to
Love or Money – no vocal.

April 19th
2003

First issue sold only at the Bronze
Concert in Liverpool. This contained
a small bonus booklet in addition to the
main booklet. Now on sale minus bonus
booklet. 1st CD recorded 4th December 1982
at Sunnyside Inn, Northampton.
CD2 – Billy Fury Unplugged. Tracks
were formerly on an internet CD entitled
Billy Fury Unplugged.
No sleeve notes. Some nice photos
– (two of them mine – but general
credit given). See elsewhere in mag
for more full review of release.

Wayward Wind’ by Gogi Grant and
Robin Hood(Garry Miller)
Happy Days!

Billy’s Mum Remembers . . . . .
When I was 17 years old I worked in a shoe repairers and in those days people
sat in a lounge and waited whilst their shoes were mended. My job was to
take their shoes when they arrived and give them to the repairers who sat in
the window of the shop. One day a handsome, blond gentleman walked into
the shop having travelled from London for a job interview. He got the job and
soon after he started work asked me if I would go out with him. Eventually I
agreed and after only two weeks he bought me a gold signet ring with our initials on it. This was how I met Billy’s father. We were married just as war
broke out and my husband was called up just a few months later. He joined
the Royal Artillery and was stationed in Woolwich, spending most of the war
years on anti aircraft guns in London.
On April 17 1940 he returned home for his first 7 day leave to find I was in
hospital and had just given birth to our son. We decided to name him Ronald
after one of my twin brothers. Strangely, my other twin brother’s name was
Billy.
When Billy was 2 years old we shut the house up and went to stay in Woolwich with his father. It was difficult for my husband to get leave, and we
could only stay for a month. Nine months later our second son, Albert was
born. Bringing up two boys in Liverpool through the war wasn’t easy, but
they were both very healthy, lively children who used to get up to all sorts of
tricks. The boys got on so well together and would play their own ‘war
games’ with their wooden tanks, guns and soldiers for hours.
Billy’s rheumatic fever came on very suddenly when he was just 6½ years old.
He had a further bout the following year and again when he was 11 years old.
The treatment in those days was bed rest which meant Billy missed a lot of
schooling. Albert had it too when he was 8 years old, starting with pains in his
legs which the doctor said initially were ‘growing pains’.
When Billy was 11 years old he started piano lessons and I remember the first
piece he learnt was ‘Oh, My Papa’. He began to want to play more up-beat
music but his teacher said ‘You can’t do that Ronnie’, which caused him to
lose interest in the piano. When he was 15 we took him into town and bought
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his first guitar, which he then sat and played for hours. He often used bits of
paper to scribble down words as he thought of them. On more than one occasion I didn’t pay a bill as he had used it to write down the beginnings of some
of his
songs, although I
didn’t realise what
they were
at the
time.
When
Billy was
16, I sent a
photo and
a tape to
Larry
Parnes but
did not
receive a
reply. After several
months I
wrote requesting
that my
photo and tape was returned if he wasn’t interested in my son. I then received
a reply stating that the tape was distorted and suggesting Billy go to the Essoldo in Liverpool. So when the ‘Extravaganza’ show arrived in town Billy
and two of his friends went to find Larry Parnes and every one knows that
story! When he returned home he rushed through the door and said ‘Dad,
quick – give me a cigarette. I have to meet them tomorrow at the Lord Nelson.
I’m off touring with the show.’
I will never forget that next morning when Albert carried his suitcase down
the stairs and we said goodbye to Ronnie Wycherley. Two months later Billy
Fury walked through my door.
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And News of Albert ……
Albert had a very bad start to this year as he was rushed into hospital on New
Year’s Eve with internal bleeding. He had to spend 3 weeks in hospital whilst
doctors carried out many tests and his condition was stabilized. As he was released from hospital, Jean was admitted with severe back pain.
Despite these set-backs, they both attended the Billy Fury tribute weekend in
Blackpool during February, although Albert had to spend much of the time in
his room. Despite his breathing difficulties Albert sang ten songs on the Saturday night, which was much appreciated by the audience, although they were
unaware of the severity of his health condition.
Just a few weeks later Albert again
found himself in hospital, seriously
ill. Severe chest pains, breathlessness,
water retention and suspected prostrate problems were only half the story. Recovery was slow and by now
he had lost 2 stone in weight. With
less than 4 weeks before the unveiling of the Bronze statue, he was finally released from hospital.
His strong sense of duty and determination ensured he gave a very powerful and emotional performance
headlining the tribute concert that
evening at the Philharmonic Hall,
Liverpool. During his act video footage was shown on a screen behind
and when Albert turned towards the
screen, singing to his brother there
were few dry eyes in the concert hall.
A lump in the throat was also felt by
many as he sat on a stool and sang ‘You Don’t Know’ for the very first time.
Jean joined him on stage during one number, much to the delight of the audience. A very exhausted voice was heard to say after the show ‘It would have
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cracked me up if I couldn’t have made this one. I know I wasn’t 100 percent
but I did it the best I could for our kid.’
In July Albert celebrated his 60th birthday, but was back in hospital immediately after suffering from severe chest pains and a cough. His health has gradually improved during the summer and he has regained some weight. ‘I was
measured for a new suit in May and when I returned for a final fitting, I
couldn’t do the trousers up,’ he laughed.
Albert is currently rehearsing with a new band and planning some concerts
for next year. This will be the first time for several years he has not worked
with Colin Paul and the Persuaders. He has his first one booked for the 6th
March at Rivington Barn (see ad elsewhere in mag).
Albie, we all hope and pray you never have a year like this one again and
your health continues to improve.

MILL HILL GATHERINGS
Dates are:

Sunday 25 January
Sunday 18 April
Sunday 17 October

For those of you who are not familiar with the fan club meetings at Billy's
grave-side in Paddington Cemetery, Milespit Hill, Mill Hill, London NW7:
family, fans and friends gather here three times each year around 1 p.m. Then
from 2 p.m. onwards the Sound of Fury hosts a meeting at the near-by church
hall in Salcombe Gardens. These occasions provide the opportunity to meet
each other, purchase memraBILLYia, raffles, auctions and general discussion
(meetings usually last between 2 and 3 hours).
Why not come along – please write to fan club if you require further
information and our leaflet "how to get there".
All we ask is that you respect the church hall regulations: NO smoking in the
hall and all litter is either placed in the bin provided or taken home with
you.
N.B. For those who already have a copy of "how to get there" please note
amendment as follows:
From Mill Hill East Station take the 221 bus outside the station and get off the
bus at the last stop in Saunders (not Sonders) Lane. It is the bus stop opposite
Salcombe Gardens. Please do not walk over the fields/pathways etc to the
grave as it is dangerous.
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The Blackpool Metropole Weekend
By Chris Eley
With the selling of the Carousel Hotel there were fears that the regular twice
yearly Billy weekends would cease. Although the Bronze provided the focus,
it was getting together that was so important. Thanks to Mrs Roth and Diane
Wardle it looks as though these events will still take place, the first of which
was held over the 21-23 Feb. A large, square hotel right on the sea front and a
stones throw from the shops, the Metropole took over 300 guests (320) for this
highly successful weekend. Over £1,000 was raised for the Bronze Fund, to
cover any unforeseen eventualities/costs. The stage could be seen from anywhere in the entertainment hall and the atmosphere was created in the same
way as at the Carousel Hotel. There were some complaints about the meal arrangements, but we are assured that these will be resolved for future functions. I was saddened by the theft from our merchandise area of a Billy wall
plate donated for auction by Pat Young. Such things are unforgivable but
hopefully it was a one off. Unfortunately Jenny Warwick was ill with flu and
couldn’t attend, so she arranged for her Bronze merchandise to be brought up
all the way from Wales. Thanks Jen.
I unfortunately missed Colin Paul and the Persuaders set due to an internet
problem, which took me away. Dean Memphis delivered a nice Like I’ve Never
Been Gone and Peggy Sue Got Married, Don’t Knock Upon My Door plus I Got
Lucky and a nice Only The Lonely. Colin’s second set featured an exceptional
Unchained Melody (don’t know if Billy ever tackled it Colin but I should have
thought not). There was a nice I’ll Never Quite Get Over You but what was impressive was the ‘new’ Colin. Lots of stagecraft, some effective Billy mannerisms and a lean new look. The usual excellence – plus.
Rob Dee is a character and he and Chris, his wife, are entertaining company, a
nice couple. Rob now has his own band but was very nervous doing his three
Billy numbers. It seems that his version of Cross My Heart (from the ‘Without
You’ CD) is getting airplay in one American state! Maryland Radio I believe.
How ironic if Billy broke into the US retro market 20 years on – via tribute
acts! Apparently the US station is to devote a whole programme to Billy material. Great stuff. Anyway, Rob is worth catching if he is in your area.
Saturday night was special. Dean again with his enjoyable set, Gerry Sandon
(lovely version of Saturday Night at the Duckpond) and an enjoyable set. A nice
‘Tribute to Buddy Holly’ too. Colin and the boys set featured a good
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Wondrous Place, ’63 version. I think it was Teddy Virol who did a guest spot, I
missed most of it but 20 Flight Rock seemed to rock.
For his final set Colin looked more professional and polished than I’ve ever
seen him, resplendent in white and playing left handed guitar. If I Can Dream
and Burning Love were just two incredible highlights. The whole set created
the usual unbeatable climatic atmosphere. Colin really should try Hurtin’ is
Loving.
The irrepressible Danny Rivers, powerful voice, duetted with Colin on ‘Fever’
then did Little Sister, Baby Let’s Play House and Can’t Help Falling in Love. Nice
one Danny – an authentic voice from yesteryear. Albie really should not have
performed, having been so ill recently, and still looking it, but he delivered a
well received set, especially In Thoughts of You and Helpless. The band were
playing for well over 2 hours, giving their all as usual. Billy’s mum Jean, still
unwell, had to stay off the floor for once, but managed to make it as Guest of
Honour. On Sunday she went around raffling for the Bronze again, the cake
so kindly donated by Di and Ann Vickers together with the holiday that Linda
unfortunately had to put back in.
Sunday morning found Colin doing his authentic cover of Travelling Man and
other great numbers. Rob Dee did (I think) Nothin’ Shakin’, It’s Only Make
Believe and I Love How You Love Me. Pete Basnett did an enjoyable Nobody’s
Child and Halfway, Reece performed well again and Mike Button did a nice
Maybe Tomorrow. My notes look like a Chinese Guard
report so I hope I’m right here!
People to especially thank, in addition to those mentioned, are Neil Hiley
(without whom it really would not be the same), Maggie Clarke (whose courage and cheerfulness in adversity is an inspiration to all of us), and to everyone who contributed to the raffle and/or auction prizes. John Maule (the
autographed football man!), Di and Ann Vickers (the mock up Billy stamp pictures –limited edition), and the 1960 pattern Billy jumper (to go to Mill Hill).
Lyn and Glyn Holloway for more Billy prints donated to the fund, Cy and
Irene Moy (raffle), Monica O’Bierne (raffle), Pat Young (Auction), Tony Hopper (auction poster), Hayley Wright (raffle). Also to my Linda for her unstinting hard work on the merchandise and to Monica for helping us. Nice to enjoy
the company of Viv and Barbara Nolan (hope things are OK now Viv after
your recent spell in hospital). If I have omitted anyone, I apologise. I would
also like to thank the hotel staff for their kindness in allowing me access to the
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hotel computer and their general courtesy. Especially though, once again to
Diane Wardle, Mrs Roth and Colin, without all of whom I personally believe
we would not have the Bronze anything like ready by now. In future any fund
raising at such functions will be in aid of specific ‘Billy’ causes selected by
Diane and Mrs Roth. I personally, and Linda hope to support them still in
their worthwhile endeavours, on behalf of the SOF/Billy fans everywhere.

Marion Cave’s Memorial to Billy
Most fans will know that Marion is not only a big fan of Billy but was also a
close friend for many years, from her early childhood up until the tragic
events of 1983. Monies from the sale of Marion’s booklet about Billy helped
the Sound of Fury to reach our target for the Bronze Fund. Marion shares
Billy’s love of animals, especially horses, and has recently managed to fund
the placing of a plaque at the Redwings Sanctuary, near Great Yarmouth.
Given the amount of time Billy spent there, including filming for I’ve Gotta
Horse, it’s quite fitting. We would not presume to thank Marion for this gesture – but it is very much appreciated. Marion attended the Bronze unveiling
and said she felt quite strange because she had once walked with Billy along
the very spot where the statue now stands.
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Billy Fury
– The Last Concert CD
A review by Chris Eley
(with thanks to Bob Stanley and Hal Carter)
On the 4th of December 1982 my then young rockabilly friend Jerry Vincent
and I attended Billy’s concert at the Sunnyside Inn, Northampton. There had
been at least one previous gig there because I heard Billy and the band playing as I ordered the tickets, one or two evenings before. I suppose it could
have been a rehearsal but I am pretty sure it was too late in the evening for
that. On the night, with permission, Jerry and I both taped the show on portable recorders and what we captured was a very special night; more a party
than a concert. I couldn’t have known that this would be the very last time
that I would see Billy.
Perhaps three years ago or so I sent my copy of the tape to Ozit Records. At
the same time I sent two photos that I had taken and a review of the night,
with names of the band and various little anecdotes. I had no idea whether it
would be released or not, but I asked for and in the event received no financial remuneration. I never do for my CD company work. One of the photos
(Billy in the brown bomber jacket with hand raised) now graces the CD disc
itself and the booklet. Another photo, of Billy with the legendary Mick Green
(of the Pirates), actually originates from an earlier gig at Burton-on-Trent on
1 October. On initial release on the night of 19th April 2003 at the Bronze
Concert in Liverpool there was the main booklet now with the existing release, and an additional four-page booklet only to be available on the night.
The artwork is pleasant and shows a number of shots, mostly live, from several of Billy’s 1982 gigs. The rear of the booklet features an unreleased publicity shot from 1982, one of a set, with Billy wearing a greyish leather coat. The
lack of informative sleeve notes which would put the content of both CD’s
into context is noticeable, but is in keeping with all releases on this label so
far. Perhaps in future there will be notes provided. I notice that there was less
than a rave review in one mag but the reviewer, probably rooted in the 50’s,
missed the historic significance of this release. It was apparently Billy’s final
public gig, only to be followed by one for Polydor employees and friends.
The reviewer also missed the raw power in the voice and the quite wonderful interaction between star and audience – a mutual love and respect
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stretching back in many cases, to the very early years. Too many people who
saw Billy in his rock’n’roll heyday dismiss all of the post hit years; and this is
to do Billy and music history a great disservice.
Sure he looked thin and drawn in 1982, and of course he didn’t sound the
same way on many of the ballads; but no artist does at that stage of his career.
The voice contained here on CD 1 is a superbly raw rock’n’roll voice, perhaps
not as raw and powerful as at the Stuart Henry MS Appeal Concert months
before, but great nevertheless.
It seems that three tape sources were located for the mix on this CD but unfortunately the loop and wow of the original cassettes is still present; I guess
technology can only do so much. The Four Aces were a good young band who
complemented Billy perfectly. They opened the show with Trickle, Trickle and
At the Hop (not included here) and then came the moaning intro to Wondrous
Place (from Billy with his back to the audience). The atmosphere comes across
well and on the uptempo numbers such as Unchain my Heart and My Babe
there is an authority and power not found in any remaining contemporaries.
A highlight is the somewhat poignant performance of I’m Lost without You,
still well handled. The sing-a-long nature of most of the hit ballads, coupled
with the audience interaction with Billy (terrible jokes and all) reveals just
how much mutual love and respect was abroad on the night. The evident tan
and highly relaxed approach belied the reality and gave, unfortunately, false
hope, that the pale shattered looking Billy we had seen on the Burton gig had
now recovered. Billy introduced his Mum Jean to the audience during a virtual jam version of That’s Alright Mama, and also his then manager, Tony
Read.
When Billy said that they worried about him a fan (all too soon to be a Mill
Hill regular) yelled back, “We all do”. With “We really shouldn’t – but we’re
gonna rock’n’roll” it was time for a blistering version of Johnny B Goode and
the end to a very special performance indeed. Afterwards healthy looking and
supremely relaxed Billy signed autographs and chatted to us. I gave him the
choice of two pictures that I had taken at Hucknall. He grinned and took the
best one, signing the other, which was in a calendar. He also said to me
“Thanks Lah for all you do”. In truth I had done very little but Jerry had been
talking to him about my efforts to help out.
On the subsequent advertising blurb after the Bronze Concert it was claimed
that a hidden track was present on the live CD. Certainly on checking the copies I had the only ‘hidden’ track turned out to be a brief instrumental vamp of
the Love or Money intro. Billy had performed the number at the previous
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Burton gig but experienced difficulty with parts of it. It still sounded great.
Quite why we do not have proper soundesk recordings or video footage from
Billy’s comeback year I am not sure. I do remember asking and being told
“He’s not ready yet”. Well, he was more than ready at the Beck and it should
have been filmed and sound recorded. In truth, the lack of success of the
(minor) hits up to that point probably meant that Polydor just did not want to
spend any more at that stage. Still, it could (and should) have been sound recorded from the sound desk and at least the subject of an amateur video. Now
all we have is a rumoured video of a performance in Norwich. Sad indeed. I
am prejudiced because I was there during the comeback and it was the most
special time of my life, but if you are a fan, you need this CD, especially if you
were there or caught up in the excitement of the return to the charts and
prominence once more of Britain’s finest ever artist of this genre. Unless we
are very lucky in the future such recordings may be all we have from this
special, and sad time.

CD 2. ‘Rare Demos and Recordings’
The tracks on CD 2 are an uneasy mixture of acoustic studio recordings and
previously (officially) unreleased from about 1966 to 1970/71 (at the latest and
probably up to 1969 only). 1971 saw the expiry of the Parlophone/EMI contract. Some of the recordings here were, it seems, destined for single release.
There is no hard information at present on this. I have no idea of the source
used for this CD but the tracks were all out on the internet Billy Fury Unplugged unofficial release of a few years back. There are master tapes to some
of the Mayfair Studio material; quite where they are now is open to speculation. Somehow much of the Mayfair (and perhaps other EMI material,) ended
up being stored at Abbey Road, which led many to salivate at the prospect of
a Billy Fury at Abbey Road CD. As it seems he did not actually record there
we can forget about that (unless we are wrong but my source should be impeccable regarding this). Anyway, not all of the Mayfair tracks are here, and
certainly not the 1970/71 ones which would have made an excellent album,
e.g. Forget Him, All my Time etc. I saw the Light, I Love You, Don’t Tell Me Lies,
Your Words (mistakenly entitled I’m So in Love with You), Fascinating Candle
Flame, Paper Aeroplanes, Baby, Get Yourself Together (mistakenly labelled
Outside – and which became Get Yourself Together for That’ll Be The Day), and
Do My Best For You really are all unplugged and do not sit well with the other
numbers. All of the above numbers, recorded from 1967-69/71 eventually
found release either on Red Bus, Magnum Force or Polydor. There is a case for
a real unplugged album with perhaps Baby and whatever else can be found.
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The sense of soulfulness and pathos, sheer emotion in these recordings is at
times almost too much to bear. This really is the soul of Ronnie Wycherley in
the way that the SOF Sessions and album is the soul of Billy Fury. There is a
difference, as all real fans know and feel.
The sound here is quite good and the original sources may have been tape in
addition to the maximum Sound Studio acetates that they all were laid down
onto (and subsequently sold in Record Collector, mostly to a prominent pop
music figure).
The remaining tracks are a mixed bag and because of lack of session detail (I
wrote to EMI who claimed to have no tracks or details remaining – ho-hum),
the facts have to be mixed with speculation. Reach out for Your Loving Touch/
Loving Touch is from 1966/67 with backing by either the Gamblers or (if after
about June of that year) the Plainsmen (they had virtually the same sound).
My Baby Left Me, done in fine driving rhythm and blues style is much the
same as the ‘live’ radio version with the Gamblers from 1967, so is likely to be
a ’67 recording. Actually, even back in 1961,with the Blue Flames, Billy made
this track sound less like rock’n’roll than rhythm and blues (which contrary to
some opinions held by Beat Group fans, blues fans), he performed authentically and well. Don’t believe all that you read in books and articles by devotees of the Beat Boom/British rhythm and blues ‘era’ – it is simply not true!
Wedding Bells is probably late 60’s (watch out for a lovely full verse version
to come out on the (again delayed) 1962 Radio Luxembourg Sessions CD (on
Sanctuary). I have an acetate of God Created Woman – overplayed (in my original ignorance of such things), and crackly now but a joy to hear first back in
1982/3. The version here is from tape and clearer. Perhaps the Brigitte Bardot
film inspired it. It could have been laid down from any time between 67–71
but my guess is 68/69 and the same for Heartbeat. Apart from Well All Right,
which seems to work, I have never felt that Billy and Buddy Holly mix particularly well, but this number is enjoyable, if particularly poignant, for obvious
reasons. More prominent guitar work would have lifted this version – but
there you go. River and the Sun is stunning, haunting and a sure-fire hit – quite
why it was left in the can is beyond me. Perhaps a 1968 recording by the feel
of it. Right or Wrong is really catchy and a personal favourite of mine, although
the over prominence of a ‘Latin effect’ instrument grates a little. Again a hit
single I feel if it had only have been given the opportunity. Billy did promote/
perform the track live on Radio around 1967. It had been a single release for
Mike Leslie in 1966 on Decca and was written by Pete Dello of Honeybus. Our
Love Has Gone is one of the most un-Billy like numbers that he ever laid down.
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Recorded by Marianne Faithful for her Love in the Mist album, it is well handled and quite moving. It was written by Andrews (presumably Chris Andrews) and also released by The Fortunes in 1967. It was cut at around the
same time as Hurting is Loving and the really nice Things are Changing (both
released of course.) Getting Sentimental is another track produced (and much
liked) by Hal Carter. It sounds like one of those numbers that has been around
since the 40’s but was apparently a new song. The final number would surely
have been a major hit if released by Billy. My whole world seems to be tumbling
down was written by Tony Macauley and seemingly a 45 release on Columbia
in 1965 for Lady Lee
(Everett). As she and Billy
were still an item at the
time I guess the
connection is selfevident. Billy had performed the version on
radio in July 1966, backed
by the Gamblers. This studio version may have
been a very late Decca cut
but is more likely to have
been an early ’67 recording.
Well, there you have it.
An historic concert and a
decidedly ‘Mixed Bag’
(sorry to pinch your book title Bill!) of tracks ranging from average to downright essential – some of the best of Billy’s work, and all hidden (or passed
only on tape from fan to fan) for far too long. Much of this is far superior to
the tracks that EMI chose to release on the eleven singles (and far more commercial certainly). We should all be grateful to anyone who arranges for such
tracks to come into the public domain. I know I am. I cannot help but wish
however that a definitive boxed set of all of the 1967-74 material could be
made
available– remastered from the original session tapes.
It would never be off my CD player because I consider that much of the
material from Billy’s ‘Wilderness Years’ is, artistically (and for listening pleasure) among his very best. We can hope!
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Without you
by Rita Smalley
I was fortunate to be able to attend a tribute to Billy, which took place in Margate Kent on 5th March. The show was aptly entitled "WITHOUT YOU"
and it involved performers from across the country, travelling from as far
as Wales, Southampton, Preston, etc to pay homage to Billy, with all money
going to The Bronze Fund. They did not even claim expenses, which is a
tribute to them for doing it. I had mixed feelings about the evening, as I
have not been keen in the past about seeing what I called ‘impersonators’
of Billy, however, I was put in my place at the end of the evening by being
told they did not try to impersonate him but to pay tribute to him and his
music. Unfortunately, Barry Bethell who was due to appear was too ill to
perform, and a lot of the other artists were suffering with sore throats. There
was a bit of trouble with the microphone, but the backing tracks they all
used were superb.
Tony Harte apparently staged the show and he as well as being the first on,
did all the work behind the scenes and introduced the artists. He was extremely funny and charming and sang 3 Billy recordings very well. He reminded me of Tommy Steele and had a lot of earrings, in fact there
were a lot of earring wearers! He read out a fax from Chris Eley apologising for the fan club organisers being unable to attend and also a
good luck from Moya in New Zealand. Next came Laura who is very talented and will go far. We were very impressed by Legends Never Die which
incorporated Billy songs and was beautiful, Let Me Go Lover and Will You
Still Love Me Tomorrow were upbeat and lovely, her enthusiasm and presentation in someone so young were a joy. Ray Shenton was excellent, I was amazed
at his head of hair, most blokes would be envious of. Everyone who appeared was very smartly dressed and in character, the pink jacket of
Roger Sea I would have been happy with. The artists who stood out for
me were Rob Dee, who looks a lot like Billy and I loved his cute little
nose (like Billy’s!!), he has a great voice and his mannerisms were close
to the great man himself. It brought back lovely memories for me. The other
person who stood out for me was Johnny Storme from The Isle of Wight, who
looked very young, wearing a gold lame jacket and had an uncannily similar
voice to our hero (in his early days).
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Jeff Holland closed the show and I think he is uncannily like Albert both in
looks and attitude. Harry Whitehouse was in attendance and there were CDs
to be had, the name escapes me. All in all everyone gave 100%, the few things
that went wrong were very forgivable, it was very good value for money and
a thoroughly nice way to spend an evening. They did say they are thinking of
touring and I would recommend that you go see it. There was also the presentation to Tony Harte of a framed Billy meets Elvis picture, with thanks
from the SOF for organizing the event.
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THIS ‘N’ THAT
With
Chris Eley
Despite the fact that three members of the original SOF have decided to leave
we have managed to continue with, what I hope to be, a pretty seamless transformation from the ‘Syndicate’ into the Team. On a personal level I am very
grateful for all the hard work done by Clare, Maureen and Jean. Together we
drove the Bronze Project to its conclusion and produced 19 informative magazines. Those now retiring can feel proud of nearly 7 years of service to fans. I
personally welcome the new Team on board and hope that we may continue,
in one form or another, for a further seven years (I don’t know if I have the
energy personally!)
On a far more sombre note; recently I received a call from an old Billy friend
from Yorkshire, Alan Haig. Alan told me that he was very seriously ill. I am
glad he told me and my thoughts, and the thoughts of those of you who will
remember him from a Carousel weekend and elsewhere, are I am sure with
Alan and his teenage son Steven at this time. Our thoughts and best wishes
here at the SOF are also with any of you who are experiencing some difficulty
or tragedy, at this time. Hal Carter has also been ill once more – get well
mate. A lot of fans remember Hal from the old days, and from his appearances at Mill Hill too.
I see that Billy website supporter and ‘roving reporter’ Mags Cummings has
been busy reviewing the Bronze weekend in Beat Magazine Vol 2 Issue 15
(June 2003). Thanks Mags. Also inside is an article from singer Graham
Hunter (Gardner) about his trip to Las Vegas and some of the shows he witnessed, Bobby Rydell etc. Graham, a good friend of mine, once met Billy on
the Farm and is a great fan. (There is a story to come about Graham’s involvement with Billy, in a future mag.) The review of the Bronze unveiling by Spencer Leigh in Now Dig This was less than pleasant – he shouldn’t have
bothered. It was not at all balanced.
In general the unveiling of the Statue seemed to pass the national media by.
Also, there was a BBC Radio 20th Anniversary Tribute put together by a very
keen young lady presenter from Radio Hereford and Worcester. It has been
canned until further notice – poor old Billy, usual treatment. Not the presenters fault, she is as unhappy about it as we are. Nice to hear Ed Stewart
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featuring Billy as his Artist of the Week, Sunday September 14th, and the ongoing spot on Sounds of the 60’s (also featuring Adam Faith, both on BBC
Radio 2).
I had a nice letter from my old Country/Rockabilly friend Narvel Felts who is
enjoying some success in the US Indie Charts with some tracks off his latest
album. Talking of older generation (our generation!) acts, a must have CD is
the new Marty Wilde CD on BGO CD 594 – Wilde about Marty/Showcase 2-1
CD. This is the first outing for ‘Showcase’ on CD and as I was never lucky
enough to track down the LP it’s very nice to have some great clear tracks, instead of scratchy old 45s. It’s Been Nice is the best version, beating the Everly’s
and even Gene Vincent’s versions. A nice little album, ‘Wilde about Marty’
was out on CD years ago and the vocals are pretty good.
Another worthwhile release is Rock ‘n’ Roll Australia 1957. Live Performances, complete with adverts, chat and humour, by Bill Haley, Platters (great
sound), Freddie Bell, Gene Vincent (2 tracks – vocals not as near the mike as
they might be but enjoyable). Also a wild Little Richard and most interestingly
of all, Eddie Cochran doing Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On. Great stuff indeed –
well done again Rockstar Records. If only Tony Barrett could get clearance for
the wealth of Billy stuff (50s/early 60s) that I am told he has. We need it now –
not in 10 years, it will be too late. Maybe we will be lucky soon. Seemingly,
Billy performing Pretty Blue Eyes is in the can too. Dion was, and is, one of the
world’s most distinctive and greatest artists. On his new CD of brand new recordings, New Masters on Collectables COL-CD-2797 (import) his voice is
again great. It’s a shame, however, that the backing on some tracks lets him
down. If he had cut this CD with a full band, live or studio, it could have been
his equivalent of Orbison’s ‘Mystery Girl’ or Del Shannon’s terrific ‘Rock On’
album. As it is, if not as classic as it might have been, it is still a collection of
mostly great tracks. Virtually all of the numbers are re-worked, but for my
money, in an interesting way, and not too far from the spirit of the originals.
Lovers Who Wonder (with a snatch of Del Shannon/Elvis’s She Thinks I Still Care
is great, as is Love Came To Me and Donna the Prima Donna (with a snatch of
Crocodile Rock!). Behind Susan’s Eyes is a pleasant heartfelt tribute to his wife
and the acoustic version of the haunting Abraham, Martin and John is also enjoyable. I also enjoyed ‘Runaway’ (except for the odd, intrusive drumming –
sounds like a drum machine, and the unnecessary organ), when a blistering
guitar solo could really have done this version justice. I like Dion’s treatment
of Stand By Me (Ben E King etc.), except for the equally unncecessary
peronalising rap part. Drip Drop is always great, but this would have
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benefited from a really heavy drumbeat treatment. It still works though, as do
nearly all of the tracks – mostly because of this unique, soulful and worldly
vocal. This voice can still be haunting at one moment (Abraham, Martin etc),
and then street-rough, and bluesy, letting you know where Springsteen got at
least one of his influences from. Dion backed by the E Street Band – now
there’s a thought!
So sad to hear that Tony Jackson (Searchers) had passed away. It was the original line-up that I enjoyed listening to back then, almost as much as the solo
artists (but never quite as much!) Johnny Cash was a true musical legend and I
am so glad my old mate Dave Rablin encouraged me to go to a show in Portsmouth several years ago. Still musically creative, virtually to the end this literal giant of (unique) country style music will be much missed. I always loved
his version of Ghost Riders in the Sky. Adios Johnny – and thanks.
I don’t know what’s happened to the rumoured Adam Faith 2-1 CD (probably
where the planned Billy Decca 2-1 CD still is – nowhere at present), but a
budget CD – EMI Gold 72435 8311327, Adam Faith ‘A’s, Bs and EPs’ is OK.
Most of the tracks you could have but it is the first CD outing of It Sounds
Good To Me – a sing a long number performed live by Adam on one of Jack
Good’s Shindig shows. A strange choice of tracks – Eddie Muir and Frank
Bull could have compiled a great CD of Adam sides still not released on CD.
At last a nice collection of Vince Taylor tracks, two CDs of the Barclay Sessions. A pity Universal (France) couldn’t have included the best Taylor tracks
e.g. Brand New Cadillac, Right Behind You Baby and I Like Love. They came out
on Polygram (France) some years ago. Never mind. The Barclay Sessions Vol.
1 and Vol. 2 S43031-2 and 543032-2, contain 47 tracks between them. The
booklets and packaging (slip cases) are nice but perhaps typically, the notes
are only in French! Sound quality is good and some of the performances are
enjoyable/adequate. The best way to really enjoy this artist is by listening
while watching some of the black and white and colour film footage around –
visually this guy was astounding, a great rock ’n’ roller. I like his version of
Shakin’ All Over. The set was released in 2000 but I didn’t see a copy until a
few months ago.
By the time you read this no doubt Elvis will be in both the single and album
charts again with the remix single Rubberneckin. I played my Aussie release
copy today (a week prior to UK release) and I love it, especially the Duane
Eddy style guitar in the remix, and at the end of one mix. This should bring
more youngsters into the Elvis world – a problem we face with Billy. Johnny
Kidd was a great rocker and beat merchant too. The latest BGO 2-1 CD
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offering pairs The Johnny Kidd Memorial Album with Your Cheating Heart.
The best of this artist is contained here, from the Shakin’ All Over, through
Please Don’t Touch to a great Big Blonde Baby and A Shot of Rhythm and Blues etc.
I also especially like Jealous Girl, Feelin’ and I Can Tell. It’s Got to be You, in
stereo sounds like something Adam Faith could have done later in his career,
around 1966/67. A nice collection.
I see that a lovely colour shot of Billy (featured on Meet Billy Fury), graces the
front of Magpie (Music by Mail) magazine (Issue 2003-2). September 27th saw
the unveiling of a blue heritage plaque outside of 1 Cavendish Avenue, St
Johns Wood, London, followed by a celebrity lunch. Some of us from the SOF
attended and had a tremendous time, see page 31.
We still need to put an unveiling plaque on the Bronze Statue in Liverpool, I
hope we can organise this for next April. To those of you who have continued
to be supportive of the SOF, and its members personally, thank you, and I
hope that may continue. A special thank you is due to SOF member Martine
Peake who runs Larry Branson’s International Roy Orbison Fan Club. The incolour A4 newsletter sports some nice photos of the Big ‘O’ and other 50s/60s
artists and information, and in Vol 8, Issue 5 there is a review of the Billy Fury
Tribute held in New Brighton (and pictures of Billy and the Bronze Statue).
Sorry Linda and I missed you Martine – we will have to meet up when we
come to a Blackpool Billy weekender. Thanks Roy and Jane (Heatherington)
for doing the Billy write-up. Perhaps some overseas members of this
(Branson) Club will pop along and pick up a copy of the 40th Anniversary
Anthology (available in the USA), or try and access Harry Whitehouse’s excellent website and discover the magic of Billy’s music! It would be nice if Larry
Branson heard Billy’s numbers (mid-late 60s ballads in particular) and covered a couple of them (how about it Martine!). Another great voice doing
Billy.
We must apologize to anyone who turned up at Mill Hill on 5th October expecting the get together, the date was changed earlier in the year to coincide
with the Ace Café Tribute Night. We will endeavour in future to make sure
that any changes are notified to everyone in the SOF as soon as possible. We
also apologize to those of you who have not been replied to as promptly as
would normally occur. It was outside our control and we are going flat out to
make amends.
The views expressed in this article are my own, unless stated otherwise.
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Billy Fury Fest 2003
– A review by Chris Eley
Newark is a long way from Sussex and somewhere that I had never been before this special weekend. It is actually an enjoyable place, with the castle, pub
boat on the river and a great little Theatre. As we entered the Theatre on
Friday the 19th September we just caught, literally, the final notes of I Must Be
Dreaming
performed by Johnny Storme. Apart from looking the part (we met later) I
really cannot comment until I catch you again Johnny! The theatre has character, from the minarets outside to the well-maintained and colourful interior. I
must mention how warm and helpful all of the staff were, and this certainly
contributed to the weekend.
As we settled in the other acts, compared by the irrepressible Ray Shenton
(how dare you have that much hair Ray!), came out and did their stuff ‘Oh
Boy’style. The sincerity and conviction of each performer was wonderful to
experience and it was a great pity that the theatre was not packed-as it should
have been, and indeed was on the following night. However, enough of the
faithful had rears on seats to make a good deal of well-deserved applause. The
evening was broken into two halves but for ease I will just refer to the artists
and the numbers I recall, as opposed to the strict running order. The opening
act was veteran performer Tony Harte who delivered an enjoyable set of
mostly Eddie Cochran numbers during the evening, one tribute to his old
mate Heinz, plus a Billy number which closed the first half I think. Liked the
Stormy Tempest jacket Tony. KD Kane, a bubbly young Welsh lady with a
powerful voice (a cross between Tanya Tucker and Rachel Sweet) delivered
Brenda Lee and Helen Shapiro numbers really well. Dave Michael put a lot of
energy into mostly Cliff and Buddy Holly numbers and a take on ‘I’ll Never
fall in Love again’ that had shades of Johnny Ray (the original). Big bad Garry
Slade (actually one of the nicest guys you could meet) looked awesome in a
red drape jacket and blond stage wig. His voice was one of the highlights of
the weekend, being excellent on Marty Wilde numbers (such as Danny) and
the Billy numbers too. (Wondrous Place 63’ and a superb I’m lost Without You
which was the highlight of the first half.)
Garry has two enjoyable new CDs available, one of Billy tracks and one mixed
50s/60’s. Contact Garry through Harry’s web site or write with an sae to me at
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SOF and I will contact Gary with your details. Colin Paul delivered his usual
excellence with a voice so powerful and rich that it would need Robert Gordon on the same bill to come close. Even without the Persuaders it was a
typically great performance during both halves of the show. It was a nice
contemporary touch to do the new Elvis single Rubberneckin’ but as always it
was the big voiced ballads like Somewhere and If I Can Dream that hit the spot
for most persons present. An exception was the mid tempo rocker by Ben
Hewitt (which most folk thought was a rare Elvis number), Ain’t Giving up
Nothin’. Great set from one of the very best live performers around today.
Two new nice CD releases available too, one rocking, one of love songs (all
Elvis). Order via colinpaulandthepersuaders@hotmail.com. Russ Dee and
Geoff Howlett I had never seen before and I enjoyed both seeing them perform and meeting them afterwards. Russ has, at certain times, during some
songs, possibly the most authentic Billy voice I have heard done on stage and,
in a nice touch, chose the lesser known numbers such as Don’t walk Away and
Sleepless Nights. These are difficult to do, as is Play it Cool and some others, but
Russ pulled it off. No airs and graces here, and not much movement, just a
straightforward vocal tribute. Geoff delivered some Johnny Tillotsen numbers
well, one a tribute to his wife Judy, Judy, also Venus in Blue Jeans (the girls at
school had different lyrics!) and a couple of Billy numbers, Do you really love
me too and Because of Love I think. The ‘Sting’ type arrangement on his track on
the Without You CD was actually accidental I discovered later! Track Back
played some Shadows numbers, which are always welcome and their usual
vocalist Roger Sea entertained with a selection of authentically delivered
Bobby Vee numbers. Roger also did a couple of Billy numbers, A Thousand
Stars and Nothin Shakin’ as I recall. Colin and Gary duetted on Forget Him (it
was NOT Billy’s last vocal performance-but it was his final vinyl single release). The vocal was 1970/71.
I have known Rob Dee for a while but only ever caught a couple of numbers
before. Now he has a full band, The Fury Sound, and puts on quite a show.
The set opened with the Tornados tribute to Billy, Love’n’Fury and then came a
string of hits. I Will was dedicated to Moya (she gets everywhere!). One highlight was Running Around followed I think by Wedding bells, which I found
quite authentic. For most people present it was the second half that got the
place going. Following Do You Really Love Me Too there were three good rockers in a row. I feel that if Rob took a couple more numbers off side one of the
We Want Billy album it could be even more effective. Perhaps Baby Come On
and Just Because or Sweet Little 16. It is mostly on the fast numbers that he
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comes through best on stage (and you do need a band for them to be effective). It was a professional, enjoyable and sincere tribute, and punters went
home happy. It had been a quite long but thoroughly enjoyable evening. Rob
has a nice 12 Billy track CD available via his agent on 01452-728729. Perhaps
Harry can persuade The KRYS to appear next year.
Saturday morning 10am and there on the big screen for the first time since
1962 (or 1963 in the USA I think) was Play it Cool. Harry had managed to acquire what might be the only remaining films of this and I’ve Gotta Horse
(shown in the afternoon). I have to say that the emotion of seeing Play it Cool
again for the first time since I was 13 was considerable – afterwards I couldn’t
thank Harry enough. It was like viewing it for the first time and Linda and I
were totally riveted. I even noticed that Hal Carter was in two shots, not just
twisting in the Lotus Room but gawping (Linda’s Northern expression) at the
lady dancers legs. Nice one Hal! Actually, for us guys, there are some stunning ladies in the film, especially those lovely Chinese ladies in the Lotus
Room. Hal remembers it well, and not just for the legs! At one stage it was
taking so long to finish the shot that the Chinese food was going cold. Hal,
Billy and the boys wolfed it down leaving none for the shot. Harry and I, were
both terribly disappointed at the very poor turnout for Play it Cool. Many
who missed it did say they regretted it so perhaps they will turn up if there is
a replay. Certainly it is no work of art but as a vehicle for Billy’s riveting performances and as a time capsule back into our time, it is great, quite funny
too. The supporting singers also give a lie to the rubbish about before the
Beatles there was nothing, Shane Fenton and the Fentones were a great band.
This is great pop and a slice of quintessential Englishness. The afternoon film
went down quite well and the merchandising was really good, with CDs of
many of the artists, a colour programme, posters and other goodies. There
was a DJ, Daniel Heeney, who as well as being impossible to miss (well over 6
feet tall with a mane of Elvis hair) was humerous, helpful, Billy knowledgeable and pleasant. Nice to see my old friend Kevin Summerfield (Laura’s manager) strut his stuff on the Karioke and also to meet new people like Mags
Cummings (a tireless helper of Harry’s) and many other really nice folk who I
hope will perhaps get to Mill Hill, Blackpool etc (and back again if there is another Fury Fest.) It was nice to see Mill Hill regulars and dedicated fans, Roy
and Jane Hetherington there, also to meet Maureen and Harry’s family again,
among others. It was a very friendly occasion.
During the late afternoon Vince Eager took to the stage and spoke for an hour
about his time spent with Billy, from discovery at the Essoldo to sharing a flat
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in London. It was witty, informative and entertaining. Later Vince interviewed Jack Good on stage which turned out to be another highlight, and often a real hoot, as I am sure Jack intended, because he is a fun character. These
were things not to be missed. It was nice to chat briefly with Jack again and he
was kind enough to remember Linda and I from Liverpool and to say that the
Sound of Fury Presentation has pride of place in his home. Thanks Jack, we
owe you a great deal. We also owe Vince for getting Jack to attend Liverpool
and I did thank him on behalf of the SOF and fans everywhere. It was nice to
eventually meet Vince who was very courteous and friendly.
Saturday night was the big night and the place started to really fill up. Ray
Shenton (who must have been well shattered by Sunday morning) both compered and performed a set to open the evening. It was both well delivered and
received, featuring several lesser-known numbers (always a gamble when
general punters are also in). It worked, and We were meant for each other was
nice to hear, also How Many Nights, How many Days and another dedication to
Moya. All My Hopes was also in there. A polished set and then back to compering. I presented Harry with a framed picture on behalf of all the fans for
his website work and support of The Sound of Fury/Bronze Fund. Chas
McDevitt (Freight Train, Freight Train) has been around the block and was
there at the pre-dawn of rock’n’roll. Just a guitar, no frills, an enjoyable romp
through skiffle and Buddy Holly, with John Maw and washboard to boot! A
nice story about Billy eating raw turnip from a nearby field when on tour-everyone was hungry on this occasion. A big hit at the festival and a nice guy by
all accounts.
Laura was next and is always enjoyable – a future hope for the Billy legend
should her career really take off, and we wish her well. Numbers by the
Ronettes and Lesley Gore and a really nice acoustic Like I’ve Never Been Gone
which segued into Smile (currently on TV in an advert). Emily joined her sister
for an accapella Rhythm of Life (clever). How I wish Laura would tackle Don’t
tell me Lies and Your Words or In My Room. The first could segue into the fast
45 version – it would be nice. Anyway, Nick McNulty (her guitarist) gave us a
nice Telstar and it was into Yesterdays Hero (with only the title borrowed from
Gene Pitney). I missed not hearing Legends Never Die – it really is a great track
but we got a nice I Love How you love me (which of course was originally a
‘girlie’song anyway) and the encore was Forget Him. Laura has a 50-minute, 13
track CD with 3 Billy/Billy associated numbers on it. Please do contact Kevin
on 07931 563 451 or email at alfay@alfay.plus.com, for a copy.
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I saw Vince Eager for the first time several years ago in Weymouth. Now,
backed by Rockola and really focused on rock ‘n’ roll style music this is an act
that you must see. The band is tight and powerful and Vince has the vocal authenticity (and pedigree) to make it work. I am not a lover of skiffle but the
way this band rocks it up makes it highly listenable for me – and I do not feel
(some purists might) that it devalues the genre. The tribute to the late Lonnie
Donegan showed Vince’s skiffle roots and then we were into Maybe Tomorrow.
Teenager in Love had a raspy feel and worked then we got two powerful
Cochran numbers from the band (some are members of Vince’s family). Vince
continued with It’s Only Make Believe, sung with real conviction and a great
Money Honey. It was a shame there was no Lend Me Your Comb or other Carl
Perkins numbers because Vince handles these so excellently. What we did get
was the best version of No Other Baby that I have ever heard – a great sound
from Vince and the band. We then got American Trilogy and Suspicious Minds
as I recall and two Billy numbers, Halfway and In Thoughts of You, and as an
encore (with some other performers), Lets Have a Party . With this the weekend
was effectively over apart from a great Chinese meal (sorry they wouldn’t let
you in Ray must have been all that hair again!). Vince has a live CD out with
that great version of No Other Baby plus one more bonus track. Contact via
Harry’s site for details.
I enjoyed chatting to some of the acts and other fans staying at the hotel, both
after the show and on Sunday morning too on departure. Jenny and Vic were
staying at our hotel and keeping us company on this really well worthwhile
weekend. Thanks for the cheese and wine supper Jen! Roll on the next Fury
Fest – do make sure you all get there. For me there is really only one Billy but
if you are a ‘Billy purist’ who does not want to see others paying him tribute,
please think again. These all seem to me to be nice people who have a genuine
love for Billy, and it is through them, in pubs and clubs and functions that the
public can be reminded of how great Billy’s music was and is. Sure, if someone does anything to denigrate that great legacy, by giving less than flattering
performances then we should not support those specific acts. That was not, in
my view, the case over this weekend, although I do like singers not to ad lib
lyrics. I disliked it when Elvis did it. This is a personal thing, but other fans
may feel the same way I do. It takes real guts to get out there when you know
how superb and classy the real thing used to be. We should applaud that and
only be critical when it really is warranted. We really cannot expect radio
alone to sustain Billy’s memory, not with all of the commercial pressures it
faces. Everything helps to keep the legend alive.
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A Tribute to Billy Fury – The Unveiling of the
Heritage Foundation Blue Plaque
by Chris Eley
Some time in early September I became aware of the intention to hold a cere-

mony outside the London house which Billy Fury shared with Lisa Rosen
(now Lisa Voice) for a number of years during the 1970’s and early 80’s. There
was to be the unveiling of a blue Heritage Foundation Plaque followed by a
celebrity lunch at the Grosvenor House Hotel, Park Lane. As I understood it,
and still do, it was to be Lisa’s personal tribute to Billy, via the Foundation (of
which she is a Patron) and a number of her show business and personal
friends. It seems that Billy and Lisa (who had been together from 1972 until
the tragic events of 1983) had lived at both Number 1 and 1A Cavendish
Avenue, St John’s Wood, as well as his beautiful Rhos Farm in Wales.
This article is not a full review of the whole day’s events purely because I
failed to record the detail as I have habitually done; rather I intended just to
enjoy the event and remember what I could. I therefore apologise for any errors or misconceptions, which may occur. When Linda and I arrived with our
friend and host Hal Carter, just before 12 noon on September 28th, the vitreous
enamel plaque, covered by curtains, was positioned on the footway wall outside of Number 1, Cavendish Avenue. The Sound of Fury Fan Club had been
going through a change of personnel prior to the event and the accounts were
not available at the time so we could not publicise it in the way we might normally have done. Despite this, perhaps because of the Internet, a reasonable
crowd of fans had gathered on both sides of the street. It was nice to see a few
familiar faces amongst the crowd, including those who would end up at the
Grosvenor afterwards, sharing our table. Jenny Warwick (all the way from
Billy and Lisa’s former farm), Vic England, Jackie Clark, (all currently in The
Sound of Fury Team,) Rita Smalley, Madeleine Bourne and Ron Stevenson.
Billy’s mum Jean and brother Albert did receive an invitation but
unfortunately were unable to attend.
What seemed like a host of cameras and videos started to record the event,
including those under the direction of our old friend Paul Pierrot (who was
officially filming it all). I managed to say hello to David Graham; the originator and Chairman of the Heritage Foundation and a charming man who
works so hard in support of good causes. The first celebrity that I noticed was
Anita Harris, Annual President of the Foundation for 2003. Not looking a day
older than when I saw her appearing in London in 1968/69, she approached us
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and engaged us in conversation. She was absolutely charming and warm and
made us feel at ease before the ceremony. Beyond her I could see the legendary PJ Proby (a hero of mine since 1964), but regrettably I didn’t get to actually meet him, despite every intention to do so. I do hope we eventually meet
Jim so I can say “Thanks for the great music – for Watch me walk away, Good
things are coming my Way, The Masquerade is over, Don’t Worry Baby and a host
of other really fine musical moments (from the white Jackie Wilson). A moment or two later Britain’s very own Tommy Bruce (who still always delivers
the goods) arrived with his manager Dave Lodge, and joined us. By now Lisa
and friends, including Frank Allen of the still highly successful Searchers, had
arrived at the plaque. I had waited 20 years to see Lisa in person, having seen
photos and video footage in 1982. When she actually unveiled the plaque her
speech was so low voiced (no pun intended!) that unfortunately I could not
make out what she was saying. No doubt the video picked it up and we will
know later. I later discovered that she can sometimes speak with a very quiet
and yet intense sincerity when talking of Billy, especially on a one to one.
There was a press of people around her and we were slightly off to the right
with Hal, our little group of fans and Tommy and Dave. Following the unveiling we had our picture taken with Hal and then took a shot of Tommy and
Dave by the plaque. Why we forgot to have a picture taken with Tommy I
can’t think, it was a bit of a rush. We must put that right next time Dave.
Following the unveiling it was time for the off and the fans and others
crowded aboard the coach (leaving Jenny, Vic and Maddy behind!). We then
ended up following (and overtaking) Lisa’s Bentley, all of us crammed into
poor old Hal’s motor, for our journey across town, spotting other wall plaques
to the famous along the route.
When we arrived, the reception area of the Grosvenor held such celebrities as
the delectable Patti Boulaye, and also sitting there was Clare Mehmet-Nugent
(formerly of The Sound of Fury Team), who was to join us at our table.
I was standing with Hal when Lisa came across to say a warm and friendly
hello. It really felt as though we had met before – but although I had chatted
to Billy following two gigs in 1982 I had not previously had the opportunity of
meeting her. The candlelit ballroom was warm and inviting with a raft of raffle and auction items laid out at the back, just beyond our table. There were
ten raffle and ten auction items. Thanks were outlined on the list to persons
who had contributed items for either purpose, the proceeds of which were to
go to The Jewish Blind and Disabled Association and The Billy Fury Memorial
Fund (of which Lisa is a trustee). The names were Lisa Voice, (Billy’s guitar),
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Nicky Clarke, Ricci Burns, John Novelli, Cassis Travel (Linda won the holiday
travel voucher offered!) BBC Heritage Department and Photographic Library,
John Novelli, Tommy Bruce (framed CD and signed Photo), Chris Eley (Billy
photos), Eric Sykes OBE, Angelique Houston, and Paula and Caroline Dartnall. I did notice Billy fan and DJ Daniel Heeney on one table behind us, and
all of Fury’s Tornados and Chris’s wife Maureen on another. Hal was with
Lisa (and undoubtedly over the moon to be also seated next to the lovely
Stephanie Beacham!). Hal is still recovering from a major illness and we are
very grateful for his kindness to us. It was an occasion we are so glad we did
not miss – but might have done if it were not for him.
As I recall there was an introduction to the event by Mike Margolis (Anita
Harris’s husband), a clip of Billy from ‘Oh Boy’ and a mention of the sad loss
of Andrew Ray supporter of the Foundation and the son of Ted Ray. Those of
us a certain age will well remember ‘Ray’s a Laugh’. David Graham and his
colleague Ian Freeman, the MD from the foundation did a bit of a double act
about the event and Anita Harris made a short tribute to Billy. She then read
out letters from Joe Brown, Marty Wilde, Mike Mansfield, Richard O’Brian,
Les Reed and Sir Cliff Richard. At one point Anita thought that she might
have been one of the backing singers in the ‘Oh Boy’ line up but in conversation later it turned out that she had not been around until 1962 in that capacity. Following the first course I think, Anita mentioned each of the forty or so
celebrities who were present, most of them taking a bow. The list is far too
long to repeat here and I do hope no one gets offended at being omitted. I did
notice the lovely Vicki Michelle from Allo’ Allo’ fame (naturally!) and there
were several others such as Graham Cole (PC Stamp from The Bill,) and Philip
Madoc (who I remember from The Last of the Mohicans on TV but who of
course is now an acclaimed master of his art.) Craig Douglas was also there
somewhere (‘Our Favourite Melodies’ is a big favourite of mine – there was a
US Version too, probably the original). Rose Marie and Ronnie Carroll were
also there.
We were entertained by an Everly’s set from Alan Becks and Paul Hopkins
and after the main course actor Harry Fowler hosted the auction in a very
lively way. I really wanted the guitar and the replica blue plaque but in the
event only got away with a lovely photo of Billy at BBC Radio in 1971/72,
(Johnny Walker Show I think) signed by several of the celebrities present. The
guitar and accompanying stunning early photo (which I had never seen before) went for only £1,656 – still a lot of money but how I wish I had gone for
it harder than I did. I had expected it to be totally out of my range, £3,000 plus,
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which in truth it is worth. Heaven knows what Billy’s original 1959/60 cut
away Hofner would bring – if we knew where it was! The raffle was drawn
immediately after the auction. I must mention the absolutely stunning actress
Angelique Houston whose presence I have no doubt stirred a few guys into
reaching for their wallets, including later when a black evening dress she
donned was also auctioned off. One celebrity friend of Lisa’s bid successfully
for a huge Teddy Bear and then presented it to her in a really gallant gesture.
Anita announced “The beautiful Lisa Voice” and it was time for this striking,
vital lady to be centre stage on the occasion of her tribute to Billy. She delivered a speech, by turn feisty, painfully emotional and punctuated by occasional deep laughter. She said about visiting the grave with Hal the day before
and gave reasons why she chose not to visit at the time of the fan gatherings.
Unexpectedly Lisa then made a point of thanking all of Billy’s fans, saying (I
think) that without them there would not have been a Billy Fury. It was a nice
gesture and later on she got us to raise our hands (where are the fans – I can
count to ten) she said, with her own brand of humour, before thanking the
fans once again.
Hal Carter was then introduced and I know from a previous conversation that
he just spoke from the heart. A friend of Billy’s (Bill to him) for longer than he
cares to remember, Hal has a life story that would make a great film in its own
right, let alone about his association with Billy. Managing the 1960 rock’n’roll
tour, Johnny and Dorsey Burnette and meeting Elvis (who played the original
Italian version of It’s Now or Never to him, and so much more. Hal actually
made a point of thanking all of Billy’s fans and made special reference to the
efforts involved in the placing of the Bronze Statue in Liverpool. Thanks Hal.
During a lengthy introduction Lisa spoke of Fury’s Tornados as being ‘Billy’s
Brothers’ on the road. Colin and the boys delivered a short set, which included, at Lisa’s request, Wondrous Place. The sound balance seemed not to be
quite right from where I was sitting but as always with this band it was a well
performed and well received set. The highlight for me was when PJ got up to
front the band and perform I Will. He stated that he co-wrote the hit with Dick
Glasser (which is feasible given Jim’s songwriting pedigree), and that a demo
was sent to Billy (or that is what it sounded like to me). Of course Vic Dana
and Dean Martin hit with it in the USA and Liberty released PJ’s fine version
on his 1965 album. The voice is still magnificent and it was a pity that other
numbers were not rehearsed– I could see Jim doing A Thousand Stars, It’s Only
Make Believe, Bumble Bee, We Were Meant for each Other and several others. In
the event we got an impromptu real ‘down-home’ rendering of Why don’t
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you love me like you used to do. PJ explained that he performed the number at a
recent audition for a forthcoming stage production of ‘Jailhouse Rock’. It
looked like he might get the part that Mickie Shaunessy had in the movie, as
Elvis’s cell mate. As I recall next up was actor Peter Straker, (of Rocky Horror
Show fame) who was most pleasant when we met later at Lisa’s apartment.
His impassioned tribute to Billy included Jealousy and It’s Only Make Believe
(which ended on a very long note and brought approval from the audience). I
think it was planned for him to start with Maybe Tomorrow but for the life of
me I cannot remember it being done. I think Mike Moran was on piano.
Lisa came on again and introduced her friend, Madeline Bell. Most will remember Madeline for Melting Pot by Blue Mink, but her reputation as singer
artist goes beyond the commercial success. Her version of Halfway to
Paradise (with Mike Moran on piano) was reminiscent of the 1980’s version by
Ben E King (but far bluesier), and went down extremely well. Perhaps the
dress auction came in then, I cannot recall, but finally it was down to a full
stage of celebs and the audience to round off the afternoon with A Thousand
stars.
Linda and I were fortunate in being invited to accompany Hal back to Cavendish Avenue where Maureen Raynor, and then Anita Harris and Lisa together, made us feel at home. We also met DJ Mike Read and others. Eventually it
was time to leave, having regretfully declined all but the one glass of champagne (and peach I think). There was the opportunity for a final thanks and
goodbye to Lisa and Anita, before going home (late, but happy!) There was
now, in this 20th Anniversary Year, yet another physical reminder in place (in
addition to the great musical legacy) to join the Liverpool Lecturn, the various
wildlife/animal sanctuary plaques and the Bronze Statue, as a tribute to the
considerable significance of this once most major of British artists.

Billy Fury Tribute Night by Johnny Red
Saturday 22 November 2003
Wilby Working Men’s Club, Main Road, Wilby, Nr Wellingborough,
Northants.
No tickets necessary.
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Touring in the 1960s
By Peter Davies
I have recently spoken with Lorraine Prior who used to live in Leigh, Lancashire. She tells me that she is the cousin of Georgie Fame. Lorraine remembers
Clive, as they still call him, coming home and visiting the family along with
Billy Fury. At that time they lived close to Cotton Street in Leigh and Billy
used to stay with Clive’s uncle Jack Sinar.
Lorraine mentions that the artists and musicians seemed to be very poorly
paid at that time, and her mother used to make up food parcels when the
shows were in the area! She also remembers Clive sending Billy to the local
pie shop for pies, and on one occasion Billy was sent to ‘Bob’s Chippy’ for an
order of fish and chips for the gang. Needless to say it was the talk of the
neighbourhood for weeks – you can imagine the shop owner saying to his

customers ‘you’d never believe who I had in my shop!’
I have recently been down to Cotton Street, Leigh, in order to visit Jack Sinar
and spent a pleasant evening with him talking about the old days. He is obviously very proud to talk about their Clive (Georgie Fame), and fondly remembers Billy visiting him and sitting in the same chair as myself. He said that
Billy and Georgie used to visit, usually in the afternoons, when there was no
matinee show, and confirms the chip shop visit mentioned above. It is just a
pity that Jack never thought to take a photograph of Billy on one of the visits!
Jack Sinar and his late wife went on holiday to Weston-Super-Mare in the
summer of 1960 and received tickets from Georgie Fame to attend the tribute
show to the late Eddie Cochran, who had died in April 1960.
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The show was at the nearby New Theatre, Cardiff and Jack and his late wife
had their photograph taken outside the Theatre with Billy headlining the
show. They thoroughly enjoyed the show and were invited back stage afterwards to meet the stars including Billy whom they said was quiet and modest
but thoroughly deserving his top-of-the-bill status. It was interesting to see the
names on the bill board with some of the names evoking memories of the past,
apart from Billy Fury. Whatever happened to Nero and the Gladiators and the
Beat Boys? Other names are of course well remembered, Joe Brown, Lance
Fortune and Davy Jones. Although the reproduction is hard to read under the
headline it does, in fact, read ‘Each artist will perform one of Eddie Cochran’s
songs’.
I have also received a telephone call from Brian Rourke of Urmston, Manchester who remembers attending a concert at the Longford Cinema, Chester
Road, Stretford in the late 1950s. It was a rock and roll show promoted by
Larry Parnes.
Various artists appeared on the programme and then a young man was introduced who was making his first public appearance – Billy Fury. Brian says
that Billy looked very young at the time, in fact he was only a lad!
Maybe the wording ‘first public appearance’ was show business licence but
nevertheless it may have been shortly after Wednesday 1st October 1958 when
Billy made his well chronicled appearance at the Essoldo in Birkenhead.
Brian informs me that the Longford Cinema was later turned into a Bingo Hall
and is now in a state of dereliction.

Eddie Cochran Tribute Show/Billy Fury headlining
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All advertisers on this page are asked to submit a donation to the Fan
Club.
Fan Club Merchandise for Sale
Key Rings £1
Fridge Magnets £2
Mouse Mats £6
Headed Note Paper £2.50
Black silky scarves, gold lettering ‘BILLY FURY’ £12
Please add £1 for postage and packing with all orders.
Please make cheques payable to: Sound of Fury,
PO Box 38, Crugybar, LLanwrda, Carmarthenshire, SA19 8UD

Billy fan Sue Taylor has Billy Fury associated memorabilia for sale.
Please send sae to:
16 Roseacre
Holt
Norfolk
NR25 6NV

Also fan D.T. Bowles has a number of Billy LPs and Singles for sale.
Please contact him at:
97 Kenmuir Avenue
Kingsley
Northampton
NN2 7EH
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